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Abstract
Chromatin-related mechanisms, as e.g. histone modifications, are known to be involved in
regulatory switches within the transcriptome. Only recently, mathematical models of these
mechanisms have been established. So far they have not been applied to genome-wide data.
We here introduce a mathematical model of transcriptional regulation by histone modifications
and apply it to data of trimethylation of histone 3 at lysine 4 (H3K4me3) and 27 (H3K27me3)
in mouse pluripotent and lineage-committed cells. The model describes binding of protein
complexes to chromatin which are capable of reading and writing histone marks. Molecular
interactions of the complexes with DNA and modified histones create a regulatory switch of
transcriptional activity. The regulatory states of the switch depend on the activity of histone
(de-) methylases, the strength of complex-DNA-binding and the number of nucleosomes
capable of cooperatively contributing to complex-binding. Our model explains experimentally
measured length distributions of modified chromatin regions. It suggests (i) that high
CpG-density facilitates recruitment of the modifying complexes in embryonic stem cells and
(ii) that re-organization of extended chromatin regions during lineage specification into
neuronal progenitor cells requires targeted de-modification. Our approach represents a basic
step towards multi-scale models of transcriptional control during development and lineage
specification.
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Introduction

Regulation of transcript abundance derived from a genomic
locus can be governed by diverse mechanisms to ensure
that functional regulatory states can be maintained and
adapted to variable environments. Related molecular systems
often involve binding of transcription factors forming
cis-regulatory networks and are modulated by chromatin
reorganization. Unravelling the interplay between different
regulatory mechanisms, their hierarchy and, particularly, their
changes in the course of the life cycle represent central
challenges to Molecular Systems Biology (Mohammad and
Baylin 2010). For instance, during gametogenesis and early
embryonic development modules of transcription factors
networks regulate differentiation (Reik 2007, Kota and Feil
2010) whereas in subsequent stages new chromatin marks
accumulate, and take control of the cell fate (Dahl et al 2010,
Prohaska et al 2010).

Mathematical models of transcription factor networks
controlling development and differentiation are a matter of
intense debate (reviewed in Karlebach and Shamir (2008)),
models of chromatin reorganization during these processes,
however, are rather rare (reviewed in Rohlf et al (2012)). A
number of different hypotheses have been put forward on how
chromatin modification states are established and maintained,
and how combinatorial patterns of these modification states
may contribute to transcriptional regulation and cellular
memory. In contrast, very few approaches have been developed
so far that rigorously formalize basic dynamical properties of
chromatin modification. The approaches proposed by Dodd
et al (2007) and Sedighi and Sengupta (2007) for the first
time explained how stable cell fate decisions can emerge from
cooperative action of chromatin modifiers. These approaches
focused on the dynamics of histone modifications in yeast.
Here, we introduce a model of transcriptional regulation by
histone modification that is motivated by experimental findings
in higher eukaryotes.

Particularly, our study is motivated by the observed
functions of polycomb group (PcG) and trithorax group
(trxG) proteins, both forming large protein complexes.
These complexes act as epigenetic readers and writers,
i.e. their binding to chromatin is governed by specific
histone modifications and enables modification of histones
by attaching chemical groups (Ringrose and Paro 2004).
Binding of these complexes contributes to transcriptional
control during development and lineage specification
(Schuettengruber et al 2007, Orlando 2003).

In the absence of transcriptional induction, trxG and
PcG complexes bind and remain attached to chromatin target
loci and modulate the chromatin structure. Specifically, the
complexes can induce trimethylation of histone H3 at lysin
4 (H3K4me3) and 27 (H3K27me3) (Schuettengruber et al
2007), respectively. These methylation reactions are catalyzed
by SET domains of the trxG and PcG proteins. The so
established modification marks both can be reversed by
specific de-methlyases (Pedersen and Helin 2010, Klose and
Zhang 2007). The trimethylation marks at K4 and K27 were
classified as activating and repressive marks, respectively,

according to their overall effect on transcriptional regulation.
Occurrence of both marks at a single histone is thought
to constitute an intermediate (bivalent or poised) state that
subsequently can lead to either activation or repression. It is
considered as a hallmark for embryonic stem cells (ESCs)
(Bernstein et al 2007).

Experimental studies reveal a differential distribution of
H3K4me3 chromatin marks at CpG-rich versus CpG-poor
promoters (Meissner et al 2008). In ESCs nearly all genes with
CpG-rich promoters are bound by trxG complexes (Mikkelsen
et al 2007). The bound complexes protect the CpG-motifs
from becoming methylated and thus the associated genes
from becoming silenced (Ooi et al 2007). Consequently,
most of these genes are actively transcribed (Mohn and
Schubeler 2009). Silencing of genes under the influence of
trxG complexes can be achieved by association with PcG
complexes which is the case for about 22% of the CpG-rich
promoters of mouse ESCs (Mikkelsen et al 2007). Contiguous
genomic regions associated with H3K4me3 and H3K27me3
modified histones have been found to reach lengths that
exceed 10 000 base pairs (bp). Thus, they can extend over
a length associated with more than 50 nucleosomes (Pan et al
2007). This large range of concerted modification may be
explained by cooperative recruitment of the modifying protein
complexes.

The mechanism of recruitment of trxG and PcG
complexes is largely unknown. Binding them to DNA
sequence motifs has been favoured for a long time. However,
only little evidence has been acquired so far (Mendenhall
et al 2010). Binding profiles of PcG complexes in Drosophila
suggest that they bind DNA sequence motifs clustered in
the so-called polycomb response elements (PREs (Schwartz
et al 2006)). Nevertheless, only for the polycomb group
protein Pho such a binding motif has been clearly identified
(Schuettengruber et al 2009, Klymenko et al 2006). The
apparent absence of such binding sites in mammalian genomes
suggests that different developmental strategies entailed
different repressive mechanisms in higher eukaryotes (Kohler
and Villar 2008). Several studies report a relationship between
the CpG-density of the DNA and the recruitment of trxG-
and PcG-complexes in mammals. Actually, trxG-complexes
contain the CXXC1 protein including a CXXC domain capable
of binding CpGs (Allen et al 2006). In addition, specific
recruitment of PcG complexes has been suggested to proceed
via interactions with modified histones, non-coding RNA and
transiently associated transcription factors (Kohler and Villar
2008, Simon and Kingston 2009).

In the following, we introduce a mathematical model of
an epigenetic switch of transcriptional activity. This model
describes the binding of protein complexes to chromatin
which are able to read and to write histone marks. Molecular
interactions of the complexes with DNA and with modified
histones can create a regulatory switch changing gene activity
between transcribed and silenced states. We analyse and
discuss the switching regimes predicted by the model, the
ability of the model to describe memory effects and the role
of noise in the system. We apply the model to genome wide
ChIP-seq data on H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 modifications
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(A ) (B )

Figure 1. Transcriptional regulation by histone modification. (A) Schematic plot of the epigenetic switch model: the transcription of a
selected gene is active if the interaction complex (IC) is in a free, i.e. unbound state. Reversible IC-binding to a response element (RE) is
facilitated by interactions with DNA-binding sites (BS) located within the RE and with modified histones (HM, unmodified nucleosomes are
marked as H0) within the CU containing the RE. εBS and εHM are the free energy increments per BS and modified nucleosome upon
IC-binding, respectively. Bound ICs catalyse histone modifications, giving rise to a positive feedback loop between IC-binding and histone
modification. Gene activity is repressed after IC-binding and increased after IC-release. (B) Spatial organization of the epigenetic switch. A
CU clusters in a cooperative volume. Binding of individual ICs to DNA is improved in this volume by the presence of modified nucleosomes.

in pluripotent and lineage-committed mouse cells taken from
Mikkelsen et al (2007). Crucial parameters of the model are
fitted to these data and, by comparison of the parameter sets for
the different cell types, hypotheses on the dynamics of histone
modifications in these cells are derived.

1. Results

1.1. Mathematical model of an epigenetic switch controlling
gene activity

1.1.1. General assumptions. In this section, we introduce
a model of transcriptional regulation based on reversible
binding of protein complexes to genomic loci which, in turn, is
governed by histone modifications via a feedback mechanism.
In our model we make the following basic assumptions (see
figure 1(A) for illustration).

(i) Interaction complexes (ICs) represent proteins or
complexes of proteins that are capable to bind to DNA
in a sequence-specific manner. Particularly, we assume
that each IC binds to one DNA-response element (RE)
which contains a variable number nBS of binding sites
(BS). Each binding site additively contributes to the free
energy of IC-binding to DNA.

(ii) Adjacent REs form cooperative units (CUs) of length
LCU given in units of the number of base pairs (bp)
involved. Each CU is associated with NH = LCU/200 bp
nucleosomes, where nHM of them are in a modified (HM)
and the remaining NH − nHM are in an un-modified (H0)
histone state. The nucleosomes of the CU containing
modified histones (in short: ‘modified nucleosomes’),
facilitate the binding of free ICs to all REs within the
CU. Hence, free ICs are capable of ‘reading’ histone
modifications.

(iii) ICs bound to a RE are capable to ‘write’ histone
modifications, i.e. they catalyze the histone modification

reaction by facilitating the association of the modifier-
enzyme with the histones. The inverse process, the
histone de-modification reaction, is assumed to occur
permanently, i.e. independent of the presence of bound
ICs. Besides active (catalyzed) reactions, overall de-
modification dynamics also includes passive processes
as, e.g. dilution of modified histones during transcription.

(iv) Each CU is associated with one (or several) genes. Binding
of ICs to REs within the CU silences these gene(s) (OFF-
state) the transcription of which is otherwise active (ON-
state).

ICs thus act here as repressive complexes which repress
transcription according to assumption (iv). Alternatively one
can apply the same assumptions (i)–(iii) but reverse the action
in (iv), namely that a bound IC activates gene expression. In
the following, we will focus on repressive ICs related to PcG
complexes as potential example. Activating ICs such as trxG
complexes are thought to function analogously but in reverse
direction.

Formation of CUs that enable modifications of extended
genomic regions may occur via chromatin looping as e.g.
proposed by Tiwari et al (2008). A sketch of such a
hypothetical chromatin region after cooperative binding of ICs
is shown in figure 1(B). The region is folded into multiple loops
of a length of a few kbp, each of them containing a subset of
the REs. All REs of the CU cluster into a relatively small
cooperative volume (coloured area).

Our model thus includes a series of mutually interacting
structural elements which are organized in a hierarchical
fashion: a number of BSs form an RE representing the
elementary binding domain for an IC. Upon DNA binding
the IC cooperatively catalyzes the modification of all histones
within a CU formed by several adjacent REs. This IC-binding
is, in turn, affected by the mean modification state of all
nucleosomes involved. Below we introduce the rate equations
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describing the model and solve them (i) by applying steady-
state equilibrium thermodynamics to discover stationary
solutions and (ii) by applying computer simulations to study
the dynamics of histone modifications.

1.1.2. Binding equilibrium and modification reactions. We
assume a binding equilibrium between free ICs, free REs and
mutual RE/IC complexes according to the mass action law.
The equilibrium constant of the binding reaction is governed
by the concentrations [IC], [RE] and [RE/IC] of the respective
species:

KRE/IC ≡ [RE/IC]

[RE][IC]
= 1

v
exp(−�G/kT ), (1)

where �G denotes the standard free enthalpy change upon
binding and v is the reaction volume. If REs and ICs approach
each other inside v they are assumed to react. The fraction of
occupied REs, the so-called RE occupancy, is given by

� = [RE/IC]

[RE] + [RE/IC]
= 1

exp (�g) + 1
. (2)

The right-hand side is obtained after inserting equation (1)
and rearrangement. The dimensionless free enthalpy of
association, �g ≡ �G/kT + ln (v/[IC]) , can be decomposed
according to

�g = ε0 + nBSεBS + nHMεHM, (3)

where ε0 ∝ ln (v/[IC]) denotes a basal contribution per IC
to �g and εBS and εHM are the free enthalpy changes per
RE-binding site and per modified nucleosome, respectively.
All these dimensionless quantities are given in units of the
thermal energy kT. We assume ε0 > 0 meaning that the basal
contribution to �g hampers IC-binding. In contrast, εBS and
εHM are typically set to negative values. Consequently, IC
binding is progressively facilitated with an increasing number
of involved binding sites and modified nucleosomes nBS and
nHM, respectively.

The number nBS of binding sites in each RE is constant. In
contrast, the number of modified nucleosomes in a CU can vary
due to permanent (de-)modification activities. We consider a
simple rate equation:

dnHM

dt
= −k−

m nHM + k+
m · � · (NH − nHM), (4)

where k−
m is the rate constant of de-modification whereas k+

m ·�
defines the rate of modification. The latter is assumed to scale
with the RE-occupancy (0 � � � 1). Hence, histones are
modified in the presence of bound ICs only. The constants
k+

m and k−
m will in general depend on the abundance of the

respective modifiers.
Note that equations (3) and (4) apply a mean field

approximation. It assumes that IC/RE binding is affected by
the number of modified histones of all REs forming the CU
and, in turn, that histone modification is affected by the mean
IC-occupancy averaged over all REs of the CU. Consequently,
nBS in equation (3) defines the mean number of binding sites
per RE in the CU.

Figure 2. Stationary modification states. Double-logarithmic plot of
the self-consistent equation (7) as a function of θHM. Plotted are the
left hand (red) and the right hand side (orange, green, blue) of the
equation for different parameter sets. Fixpoints of equation (7) are
given by the intersections of the graphs (dots). One solution refers to
monostable (ON or OFF), while three solutions refer to bistable
behaviour (ON and OFF). In the bistable case an unstable solution
θHM

∗
exists between the respective stable ON and OFF solutions. It

defines the range of the attractors of the stable solutions (see the
text).

1.1.3. Stationary solutions. The stationary solution of
equation (4) meets the condition dnHM/dt = 0. It provides
the average fraction of modified nucleosomes per CU:

θHM ≡ n̄HM

NH
= k+

m · �

k+
m · � + k−

m

= 1

1 + Km/�
, (5)

where n̄HM is the mean number of modified nucleosomes per
CU referring to stationary conditions. Km = k−

m/k+
m defines

the nominal equilibrium constant of histone de-modification
at maximum RE-occupancy � = 1. Note that the equilibrium
is governed by an effective constant Km/� which inversely
scales with �. The equilibrium value of the RE-occupancy
used in equation (5) is a function of θHM given by equations (2)
and (3):

� = (exp(ε0 + nBSεBS + NH · θHMεHM) + 1)−1. (6)

Insertion into equation (5) finally provides the conditional
equation linking the degree of histone modification with the
parameters describing the IC/RE-binding equilibrium:

θHM = (1 + Km · (exp(ε0 + nBSεBS + NH · θHMεHM) + 1))−1.

(7)

As demonstrated in figure 2, equation (7) has either one or
three solutions depending on the parameter set chosen. In the
case of one solution, the system is monostable. Thereby, the
solutions may either refer to small or large values of θHM.
The respective θHM-values transform into values of small and
large RE-occupancy � after applying equation (6) which refer
to predominantly active and silent genes, respectively. We will
assign the respective solutions as ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ with the
definition 0 � �ON � �OFF � 1.

In the case that equation (7) has three solutions the
system is bi-stable. The smallest and the largest solution
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(A ) (B )

(C) (D )

Figure 3. Regimes of gene activity. (A) Fraction of modified nucleosomes θHM in dependence of the equilibrium constant of histone
de-modification (Km) and the total IC/BS interaction free energy per RE (nBS · εBS) as given by equation (7) (ε0 = 5, −NHMεHM = 20).
Monostable (ON or OFF) and bistable (ON/OFF) ranges of the solution are shown in blue and red colour, respectively. (B), (C) Projections
of the solution shown in (A) onto the vertical coordinate planes in terms of iso-Km and iso-BS trajectories, respectively. The bistable ranges
(orange lines) are defined by the turning points of the iso-trajectories. For increasing and decreasing θHM the turning points differ, indicating
hysteretic behaviour that is associated with memory. (D) Projection of the range of ON/OFF-bistability into the nBSεBS-versus-Km-
coordinate plane, providing a phase diagram of the epigenetic switch.

for θHM, referred to as θHM
ON and θHM

OFF, respectively,
define the stable solutions while the intermediate one, θHM

∗
,

is unstable. θHM
∗

defines the range of the attractors of the
stable solutions, i.e. following perturbations the system always
converges to the OFF state for θHM > θHM

∗
, whereas for

θHM < θHM
∗

it converges to the ON state. The relations
between the degree of histone modification, θHM, and its
molecular determinants are disentangled in figure 3 using
Km and nBS · εBS as examples. Figure 3(A) shows the surface
defined by solutions of equation (7) depending on Km and
nBSεBS. Projections of the solutions onto the θHM-versus-Km

(figure 3(B)) and θHM-versus-nBS · εBS (figure 3(C)) coordinate
planes provide iso-BS (nBS · εBS = const) and iso-Km (Km =
const) curves.

Essentially two types of iso-curves can be distinguished:
(i) monotonically increasing or decaying curves with a
constant sign of their slope over the whole range of the
respective control parameter (blue, green curves) and curves
that inverse the sign of their slope in a defined range of the
control parameter (red, black curves). The region enclosed
between the two turning points of the second type of curves
(dotted part of the curves) defines unstable solutions of
equation (7). Thus, moving along an iso-curve of the second
type, the system switches from the OFF to the ON state or vice
versa along a vertical line starting at the respective turning

point. The two turning points of a particular iso-curve refer to
different values of the control parameter. Thus, the state of the
system will depend on its history, i.e. on whether the state was
reached after increasing or decreasing the control parameter.
Accordingly, the system provides a regulatory memory. The
continuum of turning points in figures 3(B) and (C) (orange
lines) defines the region of bi-stability with respect to Km and
nBS · εBS, respectively. They are obtained as described in the
appendix A.1. Figure 3(D) shows the bistable region in Km-
versus-nBS · εBS coordinates.

The degree of histone modification is used as the state
function describing the status of the switch in figure 3. It can
be transformed into the occupancy of the REs by IC complexes
� via equation (6) which more directly defines the regimes of
gene activity of the epigenetic switch. Related iso-curves in the
�-versus-θHM coordinate system are provided and discussed
in appendix A.2.

The above results demonstrate that our model is capable
of describing an epigenetic switch of gene expression which
is governed by the free energy of RE-specific IC binding
nBS · εBS and by the equilibrium constant of histone de-
modification Km. Additionally, the systems behaviour depends
on the maximum interaction free energy of IC-binding to
modified nucleosomes, NHεHM, i.e. it is a function of the
length of the CU given as the number of nucleosomes included.
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(A ) (B )

(C) (D )

Figure 4. Length of cooperative units affects gene activity. (A) Solutions of equation (7) for variable NHεHM. Shown are iso-Km trajectories
assuming a constant value nBSεBS = 0. A minimal value Km = 0.05 (blue curve) is required for bistability. Details as in figures 3(B) and (C).
(B) The minimum increment �θHM of θHM that must be ‘overleaped’ by fluctuations to switch between the ON and the OFF state is given by
�θHM

ON = θHM
∗
- θHM

ON for the ON state and �θHM
ON = θHM

OFF- θHM
∗
for the OFF state. (C) Under stochastic (de-) modification dynamics

the bistable states have a finite life time. Shown are solutions for three CUs of different lengths NH = 46, 47, 48, referring to LCU of about
10 kb. εHM was set to −0.15 and Km to 0.15. Time is measured in units of the sampling time �t. (D). Mean life time in the ON state (black)
and the OFF state (red). The state of balanced occupancy is defined by the intersection of both curves and refers to NH = 47. Parameters are
chosen as in (C).

Figure 4(A) shows Km-isocurves in θHM- NHεHM-coordinates.
The critical iso-curve demonstrates that an epigenetic switch
requires a minimal value Km ≈ 0.05 in our example. Above
this value, i.e. upon shifting the equilibrium towards de-
modification of the histones, the system becomes bistable in
general.

1.1.4. The impact of fluctuations. The maintenance of a
stable, stationary chromatin structure, as described by the
IC/RE binding equilibrium (see equation (7)), requires that
fluctuations of θHM due to histone (de-)modification are
relatively small, because otherwise the system might switch
between the ON and OFF states in the range of bistability.

Let us define the feedback-to-noise ratio, F =
�θHM/δθHM, as the ratio of the minimum increment �θHM of
θHM that has to be surpassed by noise to switch between the
ON and the OFF state, and the (average) amplitude δθHM of
fluctuations present in our system. �θHM is given by the
distance between the stable and the unstable fixpoint, i.e.
�θHM

ON→OFF = θHM
∗
-θHM

ON for ON→OFF transitions and
�θHM

OFF→ON = θHM
OFF-θHM

∗
for the OFF→ON transitions

(see figure 4(B)). So far we neglected fluctuations assuming
δθHM = 0, or equivalently, infinite values of F. Accordingly,
all states were stable for an infinite life time. However, for
finite values F spontaneous transitions between ON and OFF
states become possible.

We studied this scenario for different lengths of the CU. In
particular, the stochastic process underlying equation (4) was

explicitly solved assuming modification and de-modification
of the histones with fixed rates given by k+ and k−, respectively.
The time step size �t applied in the stochastic simulations
thus refers to the characteristic time of the catalytic reactions
governing histone modification dynamics.

Figure 4(C) shows time-dependent solutions of the
fraction of modified nucleosomes for three CUs of different
length NH, for a parameter set that leads to bistable solutions
of equation (4). The system clearly switches between the ON
and the OFF state in all three examples. With increasing NH

the CUs progressively prefer the OFF state.
We estimated the mean life time of the ON- and OFF-

states calculating the time T needed to observe a fluctuation
δθHM > �θHM

OFF (and �θHM
ON). Figure 4(D) shows the

obtained life times as a function of the number of cooperatively
acting nucleosomes. The intersection point defines the state
of balanced occupancy of both states of the switch. For the
chosen parameter set, it is realized by a CU containing 47
nucleosomes. Shorter and longer CUs prefer the ON and OFF
states, respectively.

The life time of the more stable state (ON for NH < 47
and OFF for NH > 47, respectively) exceeds 3.6 × 103 time
steps of the simulation. Taking this value and assuming
characteristic catalytic times of histone modifications in the
range of minutes (Zhang and Bruice 2008, Dirk et al 2007)
provides a life time of the most stable state in the range of a few
days (�3.6 103 min). This value roughly agrees with measured
turnover times of histone methylation marks (Zee et al 2010).
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(A ) (B ) (C)

Figure 5. Chromatin modifications in ESCs. (A) Number of CpGs in H3K4me3 modified chromatin regions of defined length. The
modification is associated with CpG-rich regions with an about six-fold higher CpG-density ρH (blue line) than the background (green line).
Typically the CpG-density at CpG-rich promoters (red line) is about twice as large as that found for the enriched regions (blue line). Note
that the promoter and background CpG-densities remain almost unoccupied for lengths greater 1000 bp and 4000 bp, respectively. (B)
H3K27me3 modified chromatin regions are associated with both, CpG-rich regions and regions showing a CpG-content characteristic for
the background. (C) H3K27me3 regions without H3K4me3 modification show no enrichment for CpGs. Thick solid lines refer to CpG
densities that are actually observed in the particular system. Dotted lines refer to a CpG-density of ρH/2 which was considered as a
threshold density for CpG-rich regions (see the text).

In contrast, the formation of multiple histone methylations has
been observed to take up to some hours (Patel et al 2009). In
this case the life time of the most stable state extends to several
months or years (>3.6 × 103 h) and thus implies long term
stability of the switch.

In summary, catalytic reaction times ranging from minutes
to hours, in dependence of the particular modification reaction,
transform into life times of the epigenetic switch ranging
from days to years referring to intermediate and long term
stability of the associated states. However, additional large
scale fluctuations, as e.g. observed after histone dilution during
replication, can shorten the life time of modification states
considerably (Micheelsen et al 2010, David-Rus et al 2009).
Details of this mechanism are discussed in appendix A.3.

2. Experimental indications

Maintenance, lineage commitment and differentiation of
various stem cell systems are under epigenetic control (Lee
et al 2006, Oguro et al 2010). A genome-wide combined
ChIP-seq and gene expression microarray data set has been
published by Mikkelsen et al (2007) addressing the state of
histone modification and of gene activity in murine embryonic
stem cells (ESCs), murine embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs)
and neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs). In these experiments,
both ESCs and MEFs were obtained from C57BL/6 mice.
NPCs were derived from the ESCs by differentiation through
embryoid body formation and selection in insulin-transferrin-
selenium fibronectin media. We re-analysed these data in
order to characterize the length distribution of H3K4me3 and
H3K27me3 modified chromatin regions in these cells and its
relation to the CpG-content of the associated DNA sequences.

2.1. CpG content of modified regions

It is known that H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 are catalyzed by
trxG- and the PcG-complexes, respectively. The recruitment

of these ICs to a genomic locus has been suggested to depend
on the local CpG-density (Thomson et al 2010). In particular,
H3K4me3 preferentially associate with CpG-rich promoter
regions (Mikkelsen et al 2007). Here, we investigated whether
such association can be observed for any CpG-rich region
throughout the genome and not only for promoter regions.
After mapping of the ChIP-seq read data using the mapper
‘segemehl’ (Hoffmann et al 2009), we inferred H3K4me3
and H3K27me3 modified chromatin regions. Subsequently,
we computed the absolute amount of CpG within these
regions by counting each CG dinucleotide in the plus strand
(mouse genome version mm9) as one CpG (see ‘Materials and
Methods’ for details).

Figures 5(A) and (B) relate these CpG counts in H3K4me3
and H3K27me3 modified regions in ESCs to the length
of the associated genomic regions. A constant CpG-density
transforms into a straight line of positive slope in this plot. The
‘background’ CpG-density of 0.0052 CpGs/bp is provided by
the green lines. The steep red lines refer to the CpG-density in
1.3 kbp-wide regions around the transcription start site of CpG-
rich promoters (0.062 CpGs/bp (Mohn and Schubeler, 2009)).
Our analysis reveals a third, intermediate CpG-density of ρH =
0.031 CpGs/bp in DNA-regions associated with H3K4me3
modification in ESCs (blue lines in figure 5), which is slightly
below the lower limit for CpG islands (0.038 (Bernstein et al
2007)). It represents a typical upper limit of the CpG-density
found in longer DNA-fragments (>1.5 kbp), which is about
half as large as that near CpG-rich promoters.

For H3K4me3 the background branch remains virtually
empty, showing that most of the modified histones are
associated with CpG-rich DNA (figure 5(A)). In contrast,
H3K27me3-modified histones were found to associate with
CpG-enriched regions, as well as with regions of CpG-
background density. This bimodal CpG-density distribution
suggests two types of recruitment for H3K27me3 either
requiring or not requiring high CpG-density.

Figure 5(B) shows all H3K27me3 modified regions
including monovalent and bivalent ones as well. After removal
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of regions with bivalent-modifications the CpG-rich branch
nearly de-populates (figure 5(C)), showing that CpG-driven
PcG-binding strongly correlates with H3K4me3. However,
to our best knowledge there is no evidence for a direct
interaction between PcG and trxG complexes in the literature
so far. Moreover, there is recent experimental evidence that
if both marks are occurring on one nucleosome, they are
generally found on different histone copies (Voigt et al 2012),
supporting the idea that they are set by distinct (or, at least, only
weakly coupled) processes. Consequently, we treated them
independently. Remarkably, many of the detected CpG-rich
DNA-regions associated with bivalent modifications exceed
3 kbp but only a very few of them exceed 10 kbp. This
suggests a typical upper limit of about 50 nucleosomes per
modified region which translates into an estimate NH � 50 in
our model.

In summary, the data provide evidence that H3K4me3
modification is genome-wide positively correlated with high
CpG-density. Thus, in case H3K27me3 is found in CpG-
rich regions it will almost always coexist with H3K4me3,
giving rise to bivalent domains. In case H3K27me3 is found
in domains devoid of H3K4me3, it does not depend on
particularly high CpG-density.

2.2. Length distribution of modified regions

Differentiation and lineage commitment have been shown to
modulate the regulatory environment of histone modifications
as e.g. the activity of (de-)methylases (Reik 2007, Pedersen
and Helin 2010). Changed modification probabilities of the
histones potentially lead to an altered length distribution of
the modified regions. To prove this expectation, we calculated
the length distribution of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 modified
chromatin regions in ESCs and compared it with the length
distribution of the sub-regions that remain modified in MEFs
and NPCs (figures 6(A) and (B), respectively). However, in the
latter case we considered CpG-rich regions only to exclude
CpG-independent modification mechanisms discussed above.
We set a threshold halfway between the CpG levels of
the background and the CpG enriched regions (see dotted line
in figures 5(B), (C)). Panels A and B of figure 6 show that
the obtained frequency distributions of modified chromatin
regions strongly decay with their length Lmod in all systems
studied (see symbols).

To gain further insight into the (cooperative) maintenance
of modified regions during differentiation, we normalized
the data with respect to the length-dependent modification
frequency in ESCs (black symbols in figures 6(A) and (B))
which provides the fraction of regions modified in ESCs that
remain modified in MEFs and NPCs, respectively (figure 6(C)
and (D)). The results show that the modification status of
long regions (>3 kbp) remains virtually unchanged in MEFs
compared with ESCs whereas in NPCs longer regions nearly
completely lose their histone marks compared with ESCs.

We fitted these data applying our model of histone
modification to chromatin regions of different length. For
this purpose, we assumed that CUs are separated from each
other by insulator motifs (Lunyak 2008) randomly distributed

along the DNA, leading to a geometric distribution for the
lengths of CUs (see Material and Methods). The overall
decay of the length distribution can be explained by a simple
approximation. In our model the modification probability
θHM depends on the length of the CUs. It switches from a
low to a high value increasing the length of the CU (see
figure 4(A)). Thus, in the frequent short CUs the probability
to find a modified chromatin region of length Lmod, i.e. a chain
of Lmod/200 bp modified nucleosomes, will be proportional
to

(
θON

HM

)L mod /200bp
while in the rare long CUs it will be

proportional to
(
θOFF

HM

)L mod /200bp
.

Accordingly, one can expect a roughly double exponential
decay of the analysed frequency distribution of Lmod:

w(L mod ) ≈ AON exp(−L mod /λON)

+ AOFF exp(−L mod /λOFF), (8)

with decay lengths λON ≈ −200bp/ ln
(
θON

HM

) � λOFF ≈
−200bp/ ln

(
θOFF

HM

)
which estimate the typical CU-length

scales associated with the two alternative states of the switch
and with amplitudes AON � AOFF.

Actually, double exponential fits of the H3K4me3 and
H3K27me3 data in ESCs (blue curves in figures 6(A) and
(B)) provided in both cases λON ≈ 150 bp and λOFF ≈
1500 bp referring to θON ≈ 0.26 and θOFF ≈ 0.87, respectively.
These latter values are in good agreement with respective
values obtained for NH-dependence of the Km-isolines of
the cooperative switch (see figure 4(A)). The characteristic
lengths refer to single histones (λON) and to about 7–8
cooperatively acting histones (λOFF) ensuring IC-free and
IC-bound chromatin regions, respectively. This result clearly
shows that the observed length distribution can be explained
by the existence of essentially two modification states of
the nucleosomes which are governed by the CU-length
dependence of the epigenetic switch model introduced above.

In order to gain quantitative insights into the changes
occurring during lineage specification, we fitted the data
applying our model of histone modification in detail. The
model parameter sets ensuring the best least-squares fits of
the experimental data are listed in table 1. Simulation details
are given in the ‘Material and Methods’ section. As seen in
figures 6(A) and (B) our model well describes the overall decay
of the length distribution of modified chromatin regions in
all systems studied. De-modification in MEFs compared to
ESCs is well described assuming a CU-length-independent
increase of the de-modification constant Km (cyan curves in
figures 6(C) and (D)). Surprisingly, the same approach fails
in describing NPC data (dotted and dashed magenta curves in
figures 6(C) and (D)). However, NPC data can nicely be fitted
by assuming larger Km values for long CUs (>3 kbp) than for
shorter ones (solid magenta curves in figures 6(C) and (D)).
This suggests that a targeted de-modification of long CUs (or
spatial reorganization of long chromatin loops) is taking place
for H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 during specification of ESCs
into NPCs.

From the fitted model, we subsequently calculated the
average fraction of modified nucleosomes throughout the
genome. Applying the parameter set given in table 1, our model
predicts that in ESCs histones of about 25% of all nucleosomes
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(A ) (B )

(C) (D )

Figure 6. Changes of histone modifications during lineage commitment. (A) and (B) Length distribution of chromatin regions in ESCs,
MEFs and NPCs modified by H3K4me3 and H3K27me3, respectively. We considered only CpG-rich regions which are modified in ESCs.
Lineage commitment results in a globally decreased number of modified regions. Data points refer to the experimental distributions. Blue
curves are double exponential fits of the ESC data. The other curves are theoretical distributions calculated applying our model. The
differences observed between ESCs and MEFs can be described by globally increased Km. The effect in NPCs requires assuming a local and
thus targeted de-modification of long regions. The parameters used are summarized in table 1. (C) and (D) Fraction of H3K4me3 and
H3K27me3 modified regions in ESCs, that remain modified in MEFs (cyan) and NPCs (pink) as a function of their length. Symbols are
experimental data and lines are simulated ones. Modelling results for Km = 0.05 (dashed curve) and Km = 0.07 (dotted curve) show that for
both marks a length-independent, global increase of Km does not reproduce NPC data (see the text).

Table 1. Fitted model parameters. Parameters found by minimizing the sum of squared residuals between the experimental and theoretical
length distributions.

Modification Cell Type ε0 εBS εHM KM

H3K4me3 ESC 5 −0.075 −0.15 0.0370
MEF 0.0392
NPC 0.0395 (LCU < 15 nucleosomes), 0.16 (LCU � 15 nucleosomes)

H3K27me3 ESC 5 −0.025 −0.15 0.0370
MEF 0.0385
NPC 0.0388 (LCU < 15 nucleosomes), 0.07 (LCU � 15 nucleosomes)

become H3K4me3-modified. Interestingly, the experimentally
obtained averaged coverage with this modification is about 3%
only, i.e. one magnitude smaller than expected by theory. This
difference can be explained by assuming that only part of the
whole genome is accessible to trxG complexes. In fact, under
the assumption that about 12% of the nucleosomes are actually
accessible and 25% of them are modified (as suggested by
the model) one recovers a total of 3% modified nucleosomes.
This estimation of the accessible part of the genome nicely
agrees with the estimated fraction of nucleosomes that is
associated with genomic regions of CpG-densities ρ >

ρH/2 (∼11%, see ‘Material and Methods’). Accordingly, we
suggest that only regions of sufficiently high CpG-density are

accessible to trxG complexes. Our model formally describes
inaccessible genomic regions by large positive values of the
basal interaction term ε0 � 5 which practically excludes IC-
binding. Thus, our model suggests that high CpG-density
reduces the energy barrier that has to be overcome for trxG
recruitment in ESCs from values ε0 � 5 to about 5, a value
that enables sufficient IC-binding.

Note that all proper fits of the length distributions of
Lmod yielded absolute values of |nBSεBS| � 1 suggesting
that CpG-independent, sequence-specific recruitment of ICs
plays only a minor role. Moreover, our fits provide values
of εHM ≈ −0.15 for both H3K4me3 and H3K27me3. This
suggests that only CU-lengths larger than 6 kbp (NH > 30)
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can acquire bi-stable modification states capable to create
a memory (recall that the critical iso-curve for bi-stable
modification refers to -NHεHM ∼4, see also ‘Materials and
Methods’ and figure 4(A)).

In summary, our model predicts that binding of trxG
(PcG) complexes to chromatin regions in ESCs is mainly
governed by the local CpG-density and the capabilities of the
complexes to read histone marks. Moreover, the data suggest
that long modified regions in ESCs are subject to a targeted de-
modification or spatial reorganization of associated chromatin
loops during lineage specification into NPCs.

3. Discussion

3.1. The epigenetic switch model predicts different modes of
gene activation

Chromatin modifications maintain regulatory states and also
provide effective modes for changing them as required to
adapt complex cell fates to variable environments. In our
model this ambivalence is related to a positive feedback
topology inducing bistable switch-like systems behaviour
that establishes a molecular memory. There is growing
evidence that this kind of epigenetic regulation underlies many
fate decisions in development and stem cell differentiation
(Pietersen and van Lohuizen 2008).

The states of such regulatory switches and the respective
pattern of gene expression are governed by complex molecular
interactions. Nonetheless, it has been demonstrated that
already a relatively small toolkit of DNA binding, nucleosome
binding and enzymatic activities can provide a flexible and
reliable epigenetic regulation (Dodd and Sneppen 2011). In
our model these components are, for the first time, explicitly
considered in terms of binding isotherms of the enzymatic
complexes, allowing us to distinguish contributions from DNA
binding, histone modification states and spatial organization.

Accordingly, the regimes of gene activity are determined
by the interaction free energy of the ICs with DNA
(ε0 + nBS · εBS) and modified nucleosomes (NH · εHM) as well
as by the equilibrium constant of histone de-modification
Km. The latter constant depends on the local abundance of
the respective (de)-modifying enzymes which are mostly
under transcriptional and post-transcriptional control. Thus,
variation of enzymatic activity can occur on the time scale
of development and differentiation. In general, the activity of
the modifying enzymes is determined by their abundance in
the medium surrounding the DNA. One particular value of Km

will consequently apply to several CUs located for example in
the same functional compartment of the cell nucleus such as
transcriptional factories (Chakalova et al 2005).

The number nBS and the strength εBS of DNA binding
sites are linked to DNA sequence which typically adjusts by
mutational mechanisms on an evolutionary time scale. The
same time scale usually applies to changes of the structure
and composition of the ICs. However, these complexes are
composed of several molecular building blocks where their
alternative compositions can be functional as well (Kouzarides
2007). Thus, the variation of nBS · εBS or εHM due to changes

in the composition of the IC may also provide an option
for transcriptional regulation on the shorter time scales of
development and differentiation.

The length of the CUs and thus the number NH of
cooperative nucleosomes has been suggested to self-organize
along boundaries between domains of competitive histone
marks (Lunyak 2008). Accordingly, NH could vary depending
on the regulatory environment. Here, we assumed a fixed
distribution of NH. This can be motivated by the idea of
a sequence-specific binding of a barrier insulator ((Lunyak
2008) see also ‘Materials and Methods’). In general, variation
of the distribution of NH may contribute to regulation of the
binding equilibrium on both the time scales of differentiation
and evolution.

Importantly, the approximation of the length dependence
of modified regions by a double exponential fit function allows
the simple and straightforward interpretation of data in terms of
the characteristic CU-lengths and modification probabilities of
the two alternative states of the switch. This function virtually
links the properties of the single switch with the effective
behaviour of an ensemble of such switches associated with
a large number of cooperative chromatin regions of different
lengths.

3.2. Spatial chromatin organization affects cooperativity of
the switch

Early models for nucleosome modification, including histone
modifications, invoke a linear stepwise process, where a
modified nucleosome stimulates the modification of its
nearest neighbours (Grewal and Elgin 2002). Nucleosome
modifications were thus envisioned to spread in a continuous
fashion along the DNA. Alternatively, Dodd et al (2007)
assumed that during recruitment of modifying complexes any
nucleosome can act on any other nucleosome in the region, and
thus modification states can ‘jump’ across many nucleosomes
that are in arbitrary modification states. This kind of non-
local transmission is suggested to be facilitated by higher-
order chromatin structure, e.g. by DNA-looping, or by more
complex processes such as the passing of an RNA polymerase.

Our model assumes that all histones in the region of
a CU are cooperatively affected by modification reactions
without explicitly assuming a propagation mechanism for
modification. In other words, our model assumes non-local
interactions between ICs and the modified nucleosomes, e.g.
mediated through a particular ‘biochemical milieu’ created
by the modified histones (Wachsmuth et al 2008). The
interpretation raises questions about mechanisms of chromatin
compartmentalization that define the CUs (Lunyak 2008)
and about the general relevance of chromatin looping for
gene expression (Chakalova et al 2005, Deng and Blobel
2010). Recent experimental findings on frequent long range
interactions among H3K27me3 modified domains support the
idea of higher order folding of chromatin (Tolhuis et al 2011).

3.3. The inheritance of histone modification states is limited

We have shown that fluctuations due to ongoing modification
and de-modification reactions of the nucleosomes can
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modulate the dynamic regime of the epigenetic switch as
a function of the length of the CU. Another process that
potentially changes the nucleosome modification state is
cell division. An accepted assumption states that parental
histones distribute randomly onto daughter strands upon DNA
replication. Afterwards the full population of histones is
restored by de novo synthesized, unmodified histones (Probst
et al 2009, Margueron and Reinberg 2010). In consequence
the modification degree of the nucleosomes on average halves
upon cell division. Thus, cell division represents a large scale
fluctuation of nucleosome modification degree, which can
rapidly change histone modification states (David-Rus et al
2009, Micheelsen et al 2010). Accordingly the parental state
of nucleosome modification may either recover and become
inherited or not. In the latter case the modification degree
is altered in at least one of the daughter cells. Our model
predicts that, also during cell division, the stability of the
switch is modulated by the length of the CUs. Thereby,
long term stability is observed in the case of long CUs
and high de-modification constants (see appendix A.3). This
limited cellular capability of histone modification states has
been suggested to catalyze cellular ageing processes and can
explain experimentally observed hypo- and hyper-methylation
of genes (Przybilla et al 2012) known to be involved in tumor
formation (Calvanese et al 2009).

4. Conclusions

Our epigenetic switch model provides new insights into
an essential epigenetic layer of transcriptional regulation.
Experimentally observed histone modification patterns, e.g.
the length distribution of modified regions, can directly
be related to a small set of model parameters, allowing
to formulate hypotheses on the interplay of key players
driving epigenetic reorganization during differentiation and
development. The model connects local molecular dynamics
and overall chromatin structure, e.g. assumptions on the
length distribution of cooperative units (chromatin loops), in a
straightforward manner. Hence, it provides a powerful toolkit
for future extensions into multi-scale and multi-level models
of epigenetic regulation.

Integrated models of this kind, however, require explicit
consideration of cross-talk with other regulatory layers,
which is conveniently provided e.g. by integration into
the framework of an artifical genome model (Binder et al
2010, Rohlf and Winkler 2009). Such extensions will enable
new approaches to study cross-talk between cis-regulatory
networks of transcription factors and transcriptional regulation
by histone modifications and DNA methylation (Rohlf et al
2012). Our model may help to identify crucial interactions
in the epigenetic machinery shaping the different regulatory
phenotypes of living cells, and thus provide a basic step to
unravel the syntax of the ‘chromatin language’ underlying
transcriptional regulation.

5. Materials and methods

5.1. Data analysis

We re-analysed the raw data set provided by Mikkelsen et al
(GSE12241: H3K27me3, H3K4me3, H3K9me3 and whole
cell extract of ESCs, MEFs and NPCs as well as H3 of ESCs).
The read data were mapped against the UCSC mouse genome
version mm9 using the in-house tool ‘segemehl’ (Hoffmann
et al 2009). This tool has been designed for fast mapping
of short reads under consideration of mismatches, insertions
and deletions. We considered only seeds with at most two
sequence differences. The top-scored hits were selected under
the condition that the obtained accuracy was at minimum 90%.
On average, 90.21% of all reads could be mapped by this
procedure. Afterwards, we counted the number of mapped
reads for each position in the genome.

ChIP-seq data from experiments using an antibody
against the H3 histone provide reliable information about the
positioning of relevant nucleosomes. In the case of ESC data
sets, we used them in order to verify the H3 modification data.
Only reads overlapping with reads from the H3 data, i.e. with
defined nucleosome positions, were passed on. Since less than
1% of the reads were not passed on, we did not assume a bias in
comparison with MEF or NPC data. All data were normalized
by the read count of the corresponding whole cell extracts.
We required a 3-fold enrichment of reads in the modification
data compared to the whole cell extracts to consider a site as
modified. Modified sites were merged together if the distance
between them was less than 100 nt (about one-half of the
average nucleosome spacing) into modified regions.

Analysing the stability of modified regions during
differentiation of ESCs into MEFs or NPCs, we focused on
the set of regions modified in ESCs. We started with this
set and calculate for each region the number of nucleotides
covered with regions from the same modification in another
cell type. This coverage value was normalized with the length
of the region in ESCs. The set of regions remaining modified
in MEFs and NPCs was defined as the set of those regions in
ESCs having a normalized coverage of at least 0.95 by MEF
and NPC data, respectively.

The dependence of the modification probabilities on the
length of the modified region was analysed based on
the enrichment values for the nucleotides. For each region,
the average sum of enrichment values for each nucleosome
is calculated. Hereby, the regions’ length is divided by 200
(approximately the number of nucleotides occupied by one
nucleosome including linker DNA) and rounded. Regions with
the same number of nucleosomes are grouped together. For
each group, a standardized length of 200 times the number
of nucleosome is used and the average nucleosome-wise
enrichment of all regions in the group is calculated.

The number of CpGs in each modified region was simply
counted as the number of CG di-nucleotides in the respective
genomic sequence from the plus strand defined in the mm9
genome. We counted each CG di-nucleotide as one CpG.
The CpG content of randomly selected DNA regions (size
distribution as that of the modified regions) was considered
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as ‘background’ CpG-density. The calculation of the CpG-
content of randomly selected DNA regions was further used to
estimate the overall fraction ξ of nucleosomes associated with
local genomic regions with a CpG-density above ρH/2, in the
following called ρH/2-regions. The amount of DNA typically
associated with a single nucleosome provides a representative
length scale L ≈ 200 bp for the respective measurement.
Randomly selecting n0 = 2 × 106 regions of length L = 200 bp
from the whole mouse genome, we counted the number n1 of
ρH/2-regions among them and used the fraction n1/n0 as an
estimate of ξ . Applying this procedure, we obtained ξ = 0.11
for the mouse genome.

5.2. Estimating the length distribution of modified regions

In the following, we outline the model which has been
applied to generate the theoretical probability w(Lmod) to
find modified chromatin regions of length Lmod throughout
the genome. We first applied our model to CUs of different
lengths and then calculated the probability to find patches
of uniquely modified nucleosomes within these CUs which
actually provides w(Lmod).

The length of the DNA sequence associated with one CU
is given by LCU = 200 bp NH. We assume that adjacent CUs
are separated by so-called barrier insulators (Lunyak 2008)
representing short sequence motifs of length l0. To estimate the
probability distribution to find a CU of length LCU we make use
of an artificial genome which is generated as random integer
sequences with an alphabet of size 4, similar to the ATGC
alphabet in a random genome model developed previously
(Binder et al 2010, Rohlf and Winkler 2009). Accordingly, a
specific insulator sequence of length l0 occurs with probability
4−l0 and the probability that two neighbouring insulators are
separated by a sequence of length LCU is given by the geometric
distribution:

p(LCU) = 4−l0 (1 − 4−l0 )LCU
. (9)

We have chosen l0 = 5 bp referring to an average LCU equal to
1024 bp. Larger values of l0 lead to slightly different parameter
sets in the fitting procedure described below however without
consequences for the interpretation of the results.

Then, we generated random ‘nucleosome strings’ of
NH(i) = LCU(i)/200 bp nucleosomes in a row (i is the running
index of the CU) with probability p(LCU) that can potentially
be modified after binding of interaction complexes. Each
nucleosome j = 1 . . . NH(i) in CU number i carries a binary
variable:

hi j =
{

1 with probability θ i
HM

0 with probability 1 − θ i
HM

, (10)

where θ i
HM is the mean fraction of modified nucleosomes

provided by the solution of equation (7) for CU number i:

θ i
HM

= (1 + Km(exp(ε0 + nBS(i)εBS + NH (i)θHMεHM) + 1))−1.

(11)

hij consequently characterizes the histone modification state
of all nucleosomes considered. In the case of bistable CUs,
we selected either low

(
θON

HM

)
or high

(
θOFF

HM

)
modification

probability at random proportional to the size of their
attractors θHM

∗
and 1-θHM

∗
, respectively (see figure 4(B)).

Note that the discretization introduced by equation (10)
mimics the corresponding discretization of histone states by
means of an enrichment threshold applied to the experimental
data. It assumes that enrichment increases with modification
probability, implicating that both quantities tend to increase
with the length of modified regions (compare figure A3).

The number of binding sites per RE in CU number
i was assumed to scale with the length of the RE with
1/200 bp. We set an upper cut-off limit of nBS,max = 5. This
implicates a maximum RE-length of 1 kb, which is a lower
bound of observed REs (Cuddapah et al 2012). w(Lmod) was
obtained by counting the number of adjacent nucleosomes with
hij = 1, irrespectively of their membership to the same or to
different REs and subsequent normalization with respect to
the total number of modified nucleosomes. The length of each
modified chromatin region Lmod is simply given by applying the
scaling factor 200 bp as explained above. Finally, w(Lmod) was
calculated as average over one hundred independent genome
realizations.

We varied εBS, εHM and Km while fixing ε0 = 5 and
p(LCU) to find theoretical length distributions which best fit
the experimental distributions in ESCs by minimizing the sum
of squared residuals (SSR):

SSR = 1

Lmax

Lmax∑
L mod =1

(log[wexp(L mod ) + δ]

− log[wtheo(L mod ) + δ])2, (12)

where Lmax is the maximal observed length of modified regions
and δ is a small offset (typically set to 10−6) to avoid divergence
of the logarithms for cases where w = 0. Only the parameter Km

was varied (globally or dependent on LCU, see the text), while
all other parameters were fixed to their ESC values to obtain
the length distributions in MEFs and NPCs. The parameter
sets ensuring the best fits are listed in table 1.

For estimating the length distributions in MEFs and
NPCs, we considered coverage values c of the corresponding
modifications relative to their distribution in ESCs. We
define

ci(∗) = θ i
HM(∗)

θ i
HM(ESC)

, (13)

where θ i
HM(∗) is the modification rate in MEFs or NPCs. Only

sites modified in ESC are taken into account. In order to
classify a site as ‘still modified’, we demand c > 0.95, as
it was required for the corresponding experimental data.

Note that the model, due to its mean field character, cannot
explain why certain sites within CUs are more stable than
close neighbours by principal reasons. Hence, c(i) has to be
interpreted as an average tendency to resist de-modification
during lineage specification.
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Figure A1. Phenotypic maps of the switch. The maps link the occupancy of the REs � with the degree of histone modification θHM. Panels
(A) and (B) show iso-curves for −nBSεBS and Km, respectively (ε0 = 5, −NHMεHM = 20). The ranges of ON/OFF bi-stability are shown by
grey areas. The continuous regime of the switch is determined by the respective critical iso-curve (dark blue) forming the tangent to the
bi-stability range. The blue iso-curves illustrate hysteretic behaviour as shown in figures 3(B) and (C). The small circles and the blue
arrowheads indicate the onset and completion points of the respective transition. For parameters associated with the yellow region the
system does not function as regulatory switch of gene activity (see the text).
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Appendix

A.1. Calculating the range of bistability

The two solutions of θHM
(1,2) referring to the upper and lower

branches of the ON/OFF-range in figures 3(B) and (C) are
obtained in two steps. Firstly, we rearranged equation (7)
according to

nBS · εBS = ln

[
1 − (1 + Km) · θHM

Km · θHM

]
− (ε0 + NH · θHM · εHM)

(A.1a)

and

Km = (1 − θHM)

θHM · (1 + exp (ε0 + nBSεBS + NHεHM · θHM))
,

(A.1b)

respectively. Secondly, we took the first derivative of
equation (A.1a) and (A.1b) with respect to θHM and calculated
the roots:

θ
(1,2)
HM (Km) = 1

2 (1 + Km)

[
1 ∓

√
Kcrit

m − Km

Kcrit
m + 1

]
and

Kcrit
m ≡ NHεHM

4
− 1 (A.2a)

and(
θ

(1,2)
HM (ε)

)2 − θ
(1,2)
HM (ε) + 1

NHεHM

(
1 + exp

(−ε0 − nBSεBS

− NHεHM · θ
(1,2)
HM (ε)

)) = 0 (A.2b)

either analytically equation (A.2a) or solving equation (A.2b)
numerically. The onset-points of ON/OFF bi-stability shown
in figure 4(A) were calculated analogously.

A.2. Stationary solutions: IC binding probabilities determine
gene activity

The regimes of gene activity of the epigenetic switch indicated
in figures 3(A)–(D) are defined by the occupancy � of the REs
by ICs via equation (6). Figure A1 shows selected iso-curves
in the �-versus-θHM coordinate system focusing on process
control under iso-Km (figure A1A) and iso- nBS · εBS (figure
A1B) conditions. The critical iso-curves border the continuous
regime of the switch in the left upper part of the figure. The
other iso-curves refer to the hysteretic behaviour shown in
figure 3. The dotted parts define their unstable regions. Upon
approaching the bi-stability range along the stable part of the
iso-curves, the system switches from the OFF into the ON
state and vice versa along the respective arrows where the
grey circles indicate the onset points of the switch and the
arrowheads their completion points.

The ON regime is enclosed within a narrow region at
low RE occupancies and low degrees of histone modification
(both in the order of magnitude of a few per cent). Contrarily,
the OFF regime occupies a larger area. It refers to large
values of the RE-occupancy at intermediate degrees of
histone modifications. Interestingly, at large θHM-degrees the
‘OFF regime’ progressively expands towards small �-values
referring to unblocked and thus active genes contradicting its
intended OFF status. The black iso-curves shown in figures
A1A and B reveal that this subregion refers to large positive
values of nBSεBS and small values of the de-modification
constant Km, respectively.

For such parameter values (see yellow areas in figures
A1A and B) the system is dominated by the repulsion between
the IC and the DNA. Although up to 100% of the nucleosomes
are modified, due to vanishing de-modification activity, the
resulting attraction of the IC by the modified histones is not
sufficient to overcome the repulsive interaction with the DNA
binding sites. Within these parts of the phase diagram the
system does not function as epigenetic switch, since transitions
between low and high degrees of histone modifications do not
change the state of gene activity, which is assumed to depend
on �.
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(A ) (B )

Figure A2. Impact of fluctuations due to permanent (de)-modification (A) and spontaneous de-modification during replication (B). (A) For
Km = 0.5 part of the bistable states is long-term stable under demodiftion and modification fluctuations. Shown are the increments
�θHM

OFF–ON (solid triangles) and �θHM
ON–OFF (solid circles) in dependence of NH · εHM as well as the respective mean life times T to observe

these fluctuations (open symbols). (B) Shown is the probability wdil (black symbols) that the amount of histone dilution in at least one
daughter cell is larger than �θHM

OFF–ON (red symbols). It can be seen that also modification states that are long-term stable under (de-)
modification dynamics (range to the right of the vertical line, see also panel (A)) have a high probability up to 0.5, to get lost in at least one
daughter cell via switching into the ON-state after dilution.

A.3. Fluctuations due to high de-modification activity and
cell replication

As shown in figure 4(A), our model predicts that increasing
the de-modification constant Km at constant interaction
energy (nBSεBS) the system remains bi-stable. Thereby, the
turning points of the isotherms move to larger values of -
NH · εHM paralleled by a strongly increased horizontal range
of the hysteresis and slightly decreased vertical switching
amplitude �θON + �θOFF (compare Km-isocurves for Km =
0.15 and 0.5 in figure 4(A)). The simulation of the fluctuations
for Km = 0.15 reveal a monotonically increasing mean life time
T of the OFF-state and a decreasing T of the ON-state of the
switch in the bistable region with increasing length of the CU
(see figures 4(C) and (D), εHM = −0.15). Figure A2A shows
analogous results for the de-modification constant Km = 0.5.
Importantly, in this case of high de-modification activity both
the mean life times of the ON- and of the OFF- states exceed
T > 105 for values of -NHεHM between 12 and 16. In other
words, the ON- and OFF-states become virtually fully stable
in this range meaning that the system provides a real long
term memory. However, for εHM = −0.15, as obtained fitting
the ESC data, this would apply for very long CUs comprising
more than 80 nucleosomes, i.e. lengths LCU > 16 000 bp, only.

Our simulation considers fluctuations of θHM caused
by permanent modifications and de-modifications of the
nucleosomes. Another kind of fluctuations of θHM can occur
during cell replication. A simple model of this process
assumes that the modified parental histones are distributed
randomly onto daughter strands and are complemented by
de novo synthesized unmodified histones (Probst et al 2009,
Margueron and Reinberg 2010). On average this process leads
to dilution of the modified histones per strand down to half
their equilibrium value in the parent cell (i.e. θHM→θHM/2 for
parent→daughter). Inheritance requires that the original state
can recover from these diluted states. This is always the case
in monostable states. For bi-stable states our model predicts
that this recovery into, for example, the OFF-state requires that
associated fluctuations δθHM in both daughter cells are smaller
than �θHM

OFF because otherwise the system overleaps the

Figure A3. Length dependent modification probability. Average
normalized enrichment of reads per nucleosome as a function of the
length of modified regions (points), compared to the average
modification probability in the model (red line), for H3K4me3 in
ESCs. Three data points exceeding the background trend by a factor
of 3 were disregarded as outliers.

instable fixpoint θHM
∗ and switches into the ‘opposite’ ON-

state. As many histones are involved in the process at the same
time, such perturbations can switch also states that are long
term stable under the (de-)modification dynamics described
above.

Accordingly, regulatory OFF-states are not necessarily
inherited in the range of bistable solutions, i.e. their life time
is limited by the replication cycle. This can be seen in figure
A2B providing the probability that changes in θHM due to
histone dilution during replication are larger than �θHM

OFF in
at least one daughter cell. A comparable behaviour has also
been described by David-Rus et al (2009) and by Micheelsen
et al (2010).

A.4. On the length-dependent modification probability

Our model assumes a length-dependent modification
probability of nucleosomes. To verify this assumption, we
calculated average enrichment of reads per nucleosome for
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H3K4me3 modified regions in ESCs in a length-dependent
manner relative to the whole cell extract serving as reference
(see ‘Materials and Methods’). This normalization accounts
for artefacts arising from the experimental procedure and
subsequent analysis. As shown in figure A3, the so normalized
average enrichment of reads per nucleosome, as a function of
the length of the modified regions they are found in, correlates
with the corresponding average modification probability,
calculated by means of our switch model. We applied the
spatial extension of our model using the respective parameter
set for H3K4me3 in ESCs (see table 1). Long modified
regions show a trend to higher enrichment per nucleosome
than the shorter regions, thus supporting our model predictions.
Comparable results are obtained for H3K27me3 (not shown).
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